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Conferencing &  Collaboration
Upcoming Events

6 Oct 2011
Amsterdam

PointNine Forum

10-12 Oct 2011
New Orleans

VCI-Group Annual 
Conference

11-12 Oct 2011
Boston

WR CSP Summit 
Fall2011

20 Oct 2011
Munich

PointNine Forum

30-31 Jan 2012
Amsterdam

WR Collaboration 
Summit

17-18 July 2012  
Philadelphia

WR Collaboration 
Summit

Glowpoint Hits B2B Video Big Time
Well, we’ve heard a lot about B2B videoconferencing for the last two years or more, 
much of it focused around the telepresence fairy.  And while you might argue that B2B 
has been around since the ISDN days of the 1990s, B2B does represent its own authentic 
challenges when it comes to IP video.  At any rate, B2B is definitely happening and the 
latest proof point is in the most recent announcement from Glowpoint.  Glowpoint 
claims to have 446 companies (and 39,000 endpoints) connected to the company’s 
global exchange for B2B visual communications.  Two interesting statistics emerge from 
this:  one is that this represents about 2/3 of Glowpoint’s total customer base; the other 
is that about half of the nearly 450 companies have opted in to have their numbers 
listed in Glowpoint’s public global video exchange directory.  Those who are listed can 
be called by any other member of the exchange by using Glowpoint’s telephone-like 
dialing plan.  Those who are not listed publicly can still be called if they give the remote 
person their exchange number.  Point-to-point calls can be made by the participants 
without assistance from Glowpoint’s VNOC.   

Glowpoint has implemented this B2B video exchange service via its OpenVideo cloud 
architecture, a mix of:  1) internally-developed software and systems, 2) products 
provided by vendors such as AcmePacket and others, and 3) third party software 
applications.  The OpenVideo cloud addresses several major stumbling blocks for B2B 
over IP:  

• The lack of a universal dialing plan – Glowpoint provides its dialing plan to all 
exchange members. 

• Ad-hoc interoperability failures – Glowpoint certifies all the endpoints registering 
to the service to make sure that connections will go though.  This covers not only 
endpoint interoperability, but also NAT/firewall traversal. 

• Scheduling – Glowpoint’s B2B video exchange service includes scheduling

B2B video exchange services are a natural complement to Glowpoint’s traditional 
businesses.  The company still provides hosted video bridging services to subscriber 
and non-subscriber clients; and the company has a sharp focus on managed services 
for videoconferencing systems.  In fact, managed 
services customers automatically get access to the 
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B2B services, making the managed service that much more valuable.

With 39,000 endpoints reachable on the exchange, you have to know that only a small percent of that number can be multi-codec 
telepresence rooms.  But unnamed sources inside Glowpoint tell me that the B2B service is popular with the immersive endpoints.  To 
me, that indicates that massive growth opportunities lie ahead for Glowpoint and others as users find reliable HD video connections to 
be valuable sales tools, deal closers, and recruiting opportunities.  

Top 4 Verticals for Glowpoint’s B2B Exchange Service
% of Total Subscribers % of Public Subscribers

Banking & Finance 14% 20%

Legal and Law Enforcement 8% 13%

Healthcare and Medicine 8% 9%

Manufacturing 7% 9%

While we haven’t spent much time going through the exchange’s price list, we do note that the business model options seem to be 
flexible.  Clients can subscribe to a service supporting one concurrent B2B call per month for just $49.  Frequent users can contract for 
a fixed price per month with unlimited usage; pricing then varies by bandwidth.

The B2B market is surprisingly embryonic, while not new at the same time.  Vendors are coming at this from several different 
directions.  Perhaps the most common evolution is the reseller channel partner moving into managed services and then moving into 
B2B.  Companies like Providea and IVCi come to mind.  But perhaps the giant in this space is BT Conferencing which claims to have 
60,000 registered sites to its Global Video Exchange and is a market leader in the video managed services space.  BT Conferencing 
of course was an audio-web hosted services provider that got into video several years ago and strengthened its position by the 
acquisition of WireOne which was a sister company of sorts to Glowpoint itself (ancient history for those who care).  One of BT’s areas 
of focus in the B2B world is exchange connectivity agreements with AT&T and Tata among others.  Tata, for those who don’t remember, 
is a strategic partner of Glowpoint.  Glowpoint, meanwhile partners and competes with many of the companies named here, but as a 
business strategy, Glowpoint does NOT resell hardware.  This makes the company’s video managed services and B2B video exchange 
services a natural partner for the videoconferencing and UC channel partners out there.  
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Radvision Adds to SCOPIA XT 
Product Line

Radvision has extended the company’s SCOPIA XT room conferencing systems 
with a new entry-level machine designed to complement the company’s current 
SMB offering as well as to appeal to those enterprises looking for larger numbers 
of HD-enabled conferencing rooms.  SCOPIA XT 1000 Piccolo looks remarkably 
like the other members of the family and uses many of the same components, 
but has been “downsized” to fit the budget constraints many customers are fac-
ing today.  A summary of the major differences in the current SCOPIA line are in 
the table.

SCOPIA XT1000 SCOPIA XT1200 SCOPIA XT1000 Piccolo

Max Video 2 channels 1080p30 2 channels 1080p30 2 channels 720p30

720p60 RX yes yes no

720p60 TX no yes no

Video Inputs 2 HDMI inputs + DVI-I/VGA 2 HDMI inputs + DVI-I/VGA 2 HDMI inputs + DVI-I/VGA

Camera Resolution 1920x1080 1920x1080 1280x720

Camera Optical Zoom 10x 10x 5x

Camera Digital Zoom no 4x no

Microphone Response 50Hz - 22kHz 50Hz - 22kHz 50Hz - 22kHz

# Microphone Array Pods 1 or 2 1 or 2 1

Embedded MCU 4 / 9 HD continuous presence 4 / 9 HD continuous presence no

supports SCOPIA desktop client supports SCOPIA desktop client no

Dial in and Dial out Dial in and Dial out

Data Sharing up to WXGA or 1080p60 up to WXGA or 1080p60 up to WXGA or 1080p60

MSRP $7,400 $10,400 $5,999 

In an unrelated development, Radvision announced interoperability of both the SCOPIA Elite MCU and SCOPIA iVIEW management suite 
with BroadSoft’s BroadWorks voice application server. This combination will appeal to service providers wishing to incorporate SIP-based 
video into their UC platforms.

• Videxio, Tom-Erik Lia, CEO
• Polycom, Noreen Powell, account manager 
• Radvision, Tom Henkel, VP Sales North America
• VidOvation, Nicole Hollinger, Director of sales and marketing
• Apple, Christopher Welch, Marketing and PR  Director
• KTopits, Kirk Topits, Application Architect
• 8x8, Vance Raeside, Director, Federal Sales
• Wainhouse Research, Michelle Conway, Events Coordinator

People & Places
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News in Brief
Applied Global Technologies has gone truly mobile with the 
introduction of PerfectMeetings Video, a hosted and CPE 
solution that enables videoconferencing between Windows 
desktop users and Apple iOS devices such as  iPad and iPhone, 
and also extends into standards-based HD systems from Cisco 
and Polycom.  Anyone interested can immediately experience 
2-way, interactive, cloud-based, videoconferencing via the free 
PerfectMeetings Mobile App available at the iTunes store.  The 
cloud-based service manages any interoperability issues and 
requires no upfront capital for HD-to-mobile video.  The service is 
being tested by the Georgia Department of Public Health which 
claims to save $2K-$5K per meeting by using the service.

ClearOne announced the acquisition of MagicBox, a privately-
held Oregon company that designs, develops and markets a 
variety of hardware and software solutions to deliver digital 
content and information to digital displays.  The acquisition 
appears to be part of Clear One’s long running strategy to 
capitalize on emerging market opportunities at the confluence 
of audio,video,and digital signage.  The MagicBox content 
management and control technology and their database 
integration software will be melded with ClearOne’s StreamNet 
systems.  In short, this is a further move on the part of ClearOne 
to focus on  “AV over IP.”   

Vaddio has introduced the company’s new ProductionVIEW 
MV series of camera control consoles with bullit-in multiviewer 
capabilities.

University of Connecticut has chosen Macmillan New Venture’s 
i>clicker2 for its classroom response system after evaluating six 
response system vendors.  Who knew there were six?

Polycom has opened a new solutions centre in Sydney, AU.  This 
has nothing to do with the company’s moving out of Pleasanton, 
CA, despite rumors to the contrary.

Avaya announced that it has been selected by the Boston 
Red Sox as the exclusive provider of next-generation UC and 
collaboration technology to the world’s most admired baseball 
team.  This is certain to give the edge to the BoSox against the 
hated NY Yankees, who reportedly are still using analog key 
systems to contact Mariano in the bullpen.

Logicalis and York Telecom have achieved Cisco telepresence 
certification.

News of the World
Several vendors have reported to us that their customers are 
saving travel costs by using videoconferencing.   

Three New Market 
Statistics Studies from 
Wainhouse Research

SOURCE:  2011 WORLDWIDE COLLABORATION SERVICE 
PROVIDER MARKET FORECAST

SOURCE:  Q2-2011 VIDEOCONFERENCING 
SPOTCHECK REPORT

SOURCE:  Q2-2011 CSP SPOTCHECK REPORT
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CSP Summit Boston – 
Only 1 Month Away
The 9th annual CSP Fall Summit is back in Boston on 
October 11.  This highly interactive, one-day session 
will focus on ‘Driving Growth of Collaboration services 
in an Emerging Unified Communications Environment’.  

Wainhouse Research senior analysts will present their thoughts on the Collaboration Services 
market and the opportunities and challenges that CSP’s face in the coming year.  In addition, 
collaboration services managers and technology partners from leading enterprises will 
be sharing their plans for unified communications rollouts.   The 2011 event will be at 
the Fairmont Battery Wharf directly on the waterfront in the historic North End district of 
downtown Boston.  The Fairmont is one of Boston’s premier luxury hotels, providing the 
perfect environment for networking.  Further details:    CSP Fall Summit or contact WR’s Event Director, Richard Norris.  
Check out the photos from our recent CSP summit in Brussels.

WR and CollaborationPlan Launch Strategic 
Consulting Partnership
Wainhouse Research has partnered with CollaborationPlan, a consulting firm led by C. Scott Walters, to launch 
a strategic consulting program to help vendors, resellers, and end user organizations navigate the conferencing 
services landscape.  The partnership will combine the deep market intelligence Wainhouse Research holds in 
collaboration and conferencing markets with Scott Walters’ 15 plus years of experience in the service provider 
community.  The primary focus of the partnership is twofold: 1) to deliver high impact strategic guidance to 
clients related to the development, delivery and use of collaboration services, and 2) broaden WR’s portfolio of 

services based on client need.  WR and CollaborationPlan together have developed tools that specifically can help vendors and providers 
understand their customer base and improve operational processes and drive revenue. Specific services for vendors will include a range 
of custom consulting capabilities such as channel development and management, training, operational process development, and more.  
Enterprise end users will find support in optimizing their conferencing and collaboration service selection, procurement and management 
and maximizing ROI.   For more information, visit www.wainhouse.com/cp or contact sales@wainhouse.com.  

Wainhouse Research Coming to Amsterdam (6-Oct)
and Munich (20-Oct)
Wainhouse Research’s Point9 User Forum, in association with BT and Polycom, will be holding two half-day road-shows that will focus 
on telepresence.   Each meeting will hear from WR’s Richard Norris on how and why immersive technologies have had a resurgence over 
the last 5 years and what lessons can be learned from telepresence when deploying other forms of visual communications.  In addition, 
Polycom will be providing a technology update on their latest immersive and UC solutions and BT will be discussing how managed 
services can help maximize ROI and aid business transformation.  Each session will include live demonstrations of the latest Polycom 
immersive solutions.  If you are a user or manager of conferencing technologies, check out the details at Point9 Road-shows or contact 
Point9’s Executive Director, Richard Norris.

WAINHOUSE RESEARCH

CSP SUMMIT
FALL 2011

New White Paper Posted
Check out our new white paper on Session Border Controllers and Videoconferencing. 

This white paper describes the benefits and advantages of using session border controllers to support the 
most challenging rich media application – videoconferencing – in a converged enterprise environment. 
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WRB:  Ok, very quickly…  who is BRM systems?

LS:  BRM supplies a flexible, high-volume, cloud-based billing platform for 
rating any combination of metered, subscription and ad-hoc services.  The 
system also manages customers, products and rate plans. We make it easy 
for any service provider to implement any pricing and rating model and 
roll out new products and services.  We like to talk about “time to cash” for 
our customers.  We don’t pretend to know the best way for a CSP to set 
prices and policies, we just provide the platform than enables all that.  And 
it’s available as a service.  You would call it SaaS..

WRB:   Who are your customers exactly? 

LS:  We primarily service small to mid-sized communications providers in 
the US, Europe and Asia Pacific.

WRB:   What is your distinctive competence?

LS:  Our founders have over 30 years of combined experience building and 
implementing high-volume billing and customer care systems and over 
15 years of combined experience implementing cloud solutions.  With 
this experience and background we distinguish ourselves by offering a 
platform that can flex and scale to any volume or industry shift in pricing, 
rating, and invoicing. 

WRB:    Who are your partners?

LS:  The bridge vendors and of course the  service providers. 

WRB:  How do you sell?  :  direct, via channels, via internet

LS:  We use all available tools, including direct sales and channel partners.  
And of course we will be attending your CSP Summit in Boston next 
month.   

WRB:  What is new at BRM?

LS:  We continue to add features and functions.  Recent enhancements 
include support for multi-currency and multiple languages across 
customers, products and invoice templates and the ability for our 
customers to create and define custom fields, custom objects, work-flow 
rules and pricing algorithms.

One on One with 
BRM System’s co-CEO 
Leo Solomon

Introducing one of the
WR Bulletin Sponsors

Korea-based Haeden Bridge provides 
rich media video and web conferencing 
software solutions. Its flagship product, 
TOMMS FACTORY, allows users to access 
two-way interactive webinars, multipoint 
web conferences, and HD (720p & 1080p) 
videoconferences with a single-click. Haeden 
Bridge delivers these benefits via two-way 
IP multicasting technology that has been 
adopted by banking / finance and education 
customers in Korea. TOMMs FACTORY 
supports large scale conferences while 
minimizing network loads. Haeden Bridge 
partners with major system integrators and 
telcos in Korea and also distributes TOMMS 
FACTORY and OEM products through global 
channel partners. The company also serves 
Samsung by providing a global conferencing 
ASP with Samsung SDS.

www.haedenbridge.com
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